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english download the addams family 2 (2020) english full movie . this is a dual audio movie and available in 480p & 720p quality. this movie is based on animation, adventure &
comedy genre. it features oscar isaac, charlize theron, chlo grace moretz as the main star cast. this movie is not dubbed in hindi in 720p & 480p & 1080p mkv. this print comes with
very good audio and web-dl. its a never-ending story of gomez addams who is a household name with his family and friends and the whole world. he has very strong imagination and
is unable to control it. he is a cartoonist and is very good at drawing. he has two sisters, morticia and wednesday. they are a terrible pair. gomez does not have any social skills. they
love to drink, and they love to eat. they love to do horrible things. their father, a famous cartoonist named charles addams, does not live with them. this is the place where you will
witness the kids enjoying their childhood and they play their stupid games together. the sisters are always jealous of each other because they look exactly alike. gomez is a very

good cartoonist. it is a big family and there is a special person in each one of them. the only person in the family is gomez addams. he is the most eccentric one among the family. he
is very good at drawing. he is a cartoonist. he is the only person who is not a good person. he is really good at drawing. in the first episode, he drew many cartoons which are really

funny. gomez is very good at drawing. he is very good at making other people laugh. he is very witty and is very entertaining. he is a very good comedian.
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the.addams.family. bluray: this movie is basically a series of slapstick comedy that also have some over the top humor. fester, thinks that his sister should be buried so he comes to
the funeral with a loaded gun. fester - the.addams.family. bluray: after the funeral, fester has a flashback to the town in which he grew up and his childhood friends make fun of him
for being a weirdo. he also remembers that he is in love with his cousin, lurch. fester then visits his sister's house and takes out the gun he brought with him and shoots himself with

it, but he misses. imdb rating:4.2 duration: 1h 36min genre: animation,comedy,family release date: 15 march 2017 (usa) director: conrad vernon,greg tiernan film stars: tim
curry,oscar isaac,carmen electra language:hindi-english quality/size: hdrip 480p [750mb] format: mkv movie plot: gomez and mortasia adams move to new jersey, a place where no
one will be caught dead, to raise a family. thirteen years later, gomez is teaching his son pugsley the saber tradition of the addams family while wednesday is questioning her mother

about the world outside the mansion gate. meanwhile, tv host margaux needler is busy designing and building the planned community of assimilation nearby. when the marsh is
drained and the addams home is revealed, margaux decides to get rid of the addams family. imdb rating:5.1 duration: 1h 56min genre: animation,comedy,family release date: 6
september 2003 (usa) director: greg tiernan,conrad vernon film stars: tim curry,oscar isaac,carmen electra language:hindi-english quality/size: hdrip 480p [890mb] format: mkv

movie plot: gomez and mortasia addams move to new jersey, a place where no one will be caught dead, to raise a family. thirteen years later, gomez is teaching his son pugsley the
saber tradition of the addams family while wednesday is questioning her mother about the world outside the mansion gate. meanwhile, tv host margaux needler is busy designing

and building the planned community of assimilation nearby. when the marsh is drained and the addams home is revealed, margaux decides to get rid of the addams family.
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